DID SOMEONE SAY ROAD TRIP?

“Streamsong Resort merits a visit. You will not be disappointed.”
– BILL COORE, CO-DESIGNER WITH BEN CRENSHAW OF STREAMSONG RED

Streamsong Black was named “Best New Course of 2018” by Golf Digest.
STREAMSONG, FLORIDA: The hit comedy, The
Hangover is a trilogy of a foursome of friends who set out
on a road trip to attend a bachelor party. Antics ensue
and the series clearly resonated with moviegoers—grossing $1.4 billion in ticket sales.
“A buddies trip to Streamsong Resort with your foursome of friends will create your own set of memories,
although probably not to the same degree of Bradley
Cooper and Ed Helms on the big screen!” teased Jim
Bullock, director of sales and marketing at Streamsong
Resort. “Our three courses are recognized around the
world as a great test of golf, but what many are surprised
to learn is the wide ranging laundry list of activities we
offer once you walk off the 18th green.”
Streamsong Resort sits on 16,000 acres of a closed
phosphate mine. For the better part of six decades, much
of the land was buffered by wind and rainstorms and sheltered from development.
“The scenery can’t be
replicated,” said Bullock.
“As a result, our bass fishing, sporting clays, and
archery range aren’t a
manufactured setting providing the opportunity for

The Bone Valley Tavern within Streamsong Black’s
clubhouse is the ultimate setting to “relive” the day.

you and your buddies to compete against one another on
multiple challenges beyond the golf course.”

A DOSE OF OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
Streamsong Resort has created the Sportsman Package,
offering an immersive experience allowing you to try your
hand at three activities including a guided fishing excursion,
test your aim from multiple clay shooting stations, and learn to perfect the ancient art of
archery. In addition, the package includes a $50
Bass Pro Shop Gift Card. “Streamsong is the
ultimate buddies getaway destination. You will
not find this high caliber of golf along with the
abundance of outdoor recreational amenities
anywhere else in Florida,” concluded Bullock. ■
For more information on seasonal packages,
please visit StreamsongResort.com.
SHOOTING GUIDES are NSCA [National Sporting Clays Association]
certified. Select from 12 gauge and 20 gauge Beretta A300 semiautomatic shotguns on a 12-station course. Patience on the water
will be rewarded. It’s not uncommon for an angler to hook
an eight-pound bass. Streamsong’s archery course is equally
entertaining with five Olympic-size targets ranging from 10 to 30
feet. Instructors are USA Archery Level 1 certified to teach you the
proper way to set, aim, and release a recurve bow.

